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ABSTRACT Construction vehicle automation for high accuracy applications require information about the
state of the machine, resulting in a fully sensitized system with precise kinematic parameters. Since the
measurement of these parameters contains uncertainties, accurate measurement of them is an expensive task.
Automatic calibration of link parameters makes the task of kinematic parameter determination easier. This
study reports a method for forward kinematic chain estimation of an excavator by bacterial programming
(BP) based on randomly placed inertial navigation systems (INS) per segments with microelectromechanical
sensors (MEMS) within. MEMS INS with fusion techniques provide increasing accuracy with outstanding
resilience against harsh environment in a rigid housing. With known robot kinematic the tool orientation
estimation can be made more accurate also the path can be planned. The unknown model structure and
parameters are established and identified by BP without any a priori or given information about the device
according to Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) transformation conventions. Fundamentals of this approach are
described in detail and shown on simulated measurement results.
INDEX TERMS Bacterial programming, inertial navigation system, Denavit-Hartenberg, MEMS, kinemat-
ics, extended Kalman filter.
I. INTRODUCTION
Heavy construction equipments become more integrated and
connected with automatising. Nevertheless it is hard to have
exact information about all components, connections and
restrictions that are inevitable for control system by tool
positioning and path planning. Two methods of pose esti-
mation are mainly applied in practice, the nonvisual sensor-
based and the vision-based methods. Vision-based tool center
point (TCP) position estimation methods can directly analyze
position as well as orientation information [1] , however these
methods are predominantly applied in indoor localization
topics [2]. Marker-based vision systems recognize mounted
markers and estimate the pose by their geometric relations
[3], [4], or project infrared LEDs and analyze the patterns [5].
Markerless pose estimations directly extract image features
and estimate pose [6] based on single [7] or multi [8] camera
systems. As the vision name implies, a camera system must
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Frederico Guimarães .
be set up to detect the markers or features, which is a hardly
solvable task if the range of motion is as big as by an exca-
vator also the rate of information update is very limited and
computationally intensive. By non-visual sensor-based pose
estimation systems the most deployed methods are: Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU), Global Positioning System (GPS),
Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN), Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID), and Ultra-Wide Band (UWB). Most of
these methods cannot provide even partial information about
the orientations of the excavator’s segments making them
unsuitable for navigation tasks except the IMU/INS. Appli-
cation of INS is obvious thanks to MEMS technologies. They
are small, cheap, easy to mount, can withstand harsh environ-
ment and also can provide absolute orientation in Earth-based
coordinate system. Vihonen et al. in [9] shows improved tool
positioning results incorporating gyroscopes, accelerometers
and a well-known dynamical motion model. It provides a
setup for heavy-duty serial-link manipulators that combines
forward kinematics with complementary and Kalman filter-
ing. Pivarčiová et al. [10] examined the assumption that an
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industrial robot’s trajectory is controllable with an integrated
INS. Both studies confirmed that path planning and control
of robot systems are possible if kinematic characteristics are
known. Next to Vihonen et al. [9] and Pivarčiová et al. [10]
it is stated also in [11], [12], that an Extended Kalman Filter
(EKF) can reach higher orientation estimation accuracy with
incorporated dynamics and with well known forward kine-
matics. All these studies choose the conventional way and
they determined the theoretical kinematic model, which was
used in the filter. Even if it is possible to accurately measure
geometric parameters, the resulting model will still contain
inaccuracies. Calibration with fully assembled system can
bypass joint and link compliance, thermal effects, and some
sensor errors. Because conventional calibration methods are
based on classical mathematical regression, they typically fit
a non-linear parametric model, which must be predefined by
user [13]. The definition of model can be challenging because
robotic inaccuracies are attributed to several error sources,
what can be divided into three categories: joint errors, kine-
matic errors and non-kinematic errors. Joint errors repre-
sent displacement related errors provided by sensors which
are the differences between measured and real movements.
Kinematic errors are related to the knowledge of the robot’s
kinematic model where a not accurately represented geome-
try results in constant inaccuracy. These differences between
the nominal and actual geometric dimensions are caused
by manufacturing and assembling tolerances. Non-kinematic
errors can be attributed to mechanical characteristics like
component stiffness, gearbox backlash or temperature caused
elongations [14], [15].
Various calibration techniques were presented in the past
decades, but many rely on temporarily added sensors or mea-
surement frameworks [16]. Ji et al. [17] have used coordinate
measuring machine to measure end-effector position to joint
angles. Drouet et al. [18] have presented a method to com-
pensate for the geometric and elastic errors of a six-degree
of freedom medical robot. Interferometer and laser tracking
systems were also used for manipulator end-effector position
measurement [19], [20]. In [21] kinematic parameters are
determined only from measured joint angles. A calibration
method by Jia et al. is presented in [22] for space manipulator
kinematic parameters estimation. Common point in these
works are the goal to increase TCP position accuracy with
given model and parameter optimization after external mea-
surements. In opposite of them this study provides a different
approach, where the system does not have any information
about the model or parameters. External reference measure-
ment tools are also unavailable, the system can only rely on
the mounted INS per segment and it has to determine the
transformation matrices, which could be used by path plan-
ning and TCP positioning. Ikizoglu et al. [23] adapted and
compared a neural network (NN) with several system identi-
fication model on a tilted turn table. Their results showed the
possibility of mounting parameter calibration and kinematic
chain estimation with INS sensors. El-Gohary et al. [24] built
up the kinematic chain of a SCARA robot with IMUs on every
segment to track the state with an Unscented Kalman Filter
(UKF).
An evolutionary algorithm parameter optimization attempt
to DH based kinematic chain estimation with given structure
was done in [25], where Arellano et al. applied genetic pro-
gramming to determine rotation and translation parameters
based on robot arm encoders. Beside their results in direction
of artificial intelligence, the proposed solution with encoders
cannot handle stiffness caused payload error.
As the above literature shows, it is hard to consider all
the sources that contribute to positioning errors in a sin-
gle kinematic identification, however, most of the errors
are related to geometric parameters of linkages. In recent
years, stochastic optimization methods have gained increas-
ing attention in parameter optimization. The most popular
techniques are evolutionary computation, simulated anneal-
ing algorithms and swarm intelligence based techniques.
Since these methods do not require gradient information, they
are well suited for non-smooth or discontinuous optimization
tasks occurring in nonlinear systems [26]. In this work a
BP based kinematic chain estimation is proposed from INS
based EKF angles. The model building approach adopted
by BP is different from classical mathematical regression,
because the relation between system input to output is not
given but developed and derived in symbolic form. First of all
this technique is not limited to a predefined model structure,
therefore has the potential to generate an accurate calibra-
tion model. Secondly, through gravity based INS orientation
estimation, it is insensitive against elastic deflections from
external payloads. In BP the Denavit and Hartenberg (DH)
conventions are used [27] to create the building blocks.
MEMS within INS are compact, lightweight and cost
effective thus offering a cheap solution for mass production
and are easy to integrate into various applications. An inertial
system consisting of tri-axial accelerometer, gyroscope and
magnetometer is commonly used for orientation estimation
(roll - φ, pitch - θ , yaw - ψ angle). Fusion algorithms like
Complementary Filter (CF), Gradient Descent (GD) and EKF
can prevent many sensor errors and provide more accurate
orientation results [28]. With calculated EKF angles as pro-
posed in section III-A from rigidly mounted INS and with
determined kinematic chain, the estimated link accelerations
can be compared with measured ones and deviations can
function as a measure of model accuracy. Thus manipulator
kinematic can be identified after dynamic measurements by
bacterial programming. The aim of this paper is to proof on
simulated scenario, that kinematic model can be automati-
cally built up, relying only on EKF angles from INS with
simulated sensor characteristics.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II the
DH based kinematic analysis of a construction vehicle is
explained, what is a black box for BP and has to be found out.
Section III presents MEMS with angle estimation and data
preparation with input/output pairs for our proposed method,
described in Section IV. This method builds up a DH model
to minimize the error betweenmeasured and estimated output
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FIGURE 1. Illustration of analyzed system with links, transformations and
INS positions according to Table 1. Blue lines highlight transformations
from INS to joints, green lines represent transformations from joints to
INS. Figure was generated based on model [29].
values with substituted input values as Section V shows.
Discussion and Conclusion are provided in Section VI and
in Section VII.
II. KINEMATIC ANALYSIS OF A CONSTRUCTION VEHICLE
Kinematic chains are necessary to understand the vehicle’s
kinematic. A kinematic chain is a set of rigid bodies (links)
coupled by relative motion constraining joints. The schematic
of the excavator is defined in Fig. 1, where Aj−1j is the
homogeneous transformation matrix between the j and j − 1
coordinate systems. All coordinate systems are right-handed
Cartesian systems. The coordinate system of Earth is assumed
as inertial one and without GPS tracking the platform’s INS
at the starting of motion is taken as reference position. Plat-
form INS x-axis points horizontally forward. The y-axis is
rectangular to axis x and points to the left side and z points
upward. The angle convention of φ, θ and ψ is according
to the right-handed system: clockwise is defined as posi-
tive. DH conventions are used to model the kinematics of
the manipulator. In order to use a DH model, it is neces-
sary to assign coordinate frames to each link and attached
INS. A set of body and INS fixed coordinate frames is
shown in Fig. 2. DH parameters are regarded as the prod-
ucts of two rotations and two translations as highlighted in














c(2j) −c(αj)s(2j) s(αj)s(2j) ajc(2j)
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 , (1)
FIGURE 2. Definition of the excavator pose. The pose of each segment
can be calculated by the component’s effective lengths and the angles
between each component.
where Aj−1j is the homogeneous transformation matrix
between the j and j − 1 coordinate systems, c means cosine,
s abbreviates sine function, R is the 3 × 3 direction cosine
matrix and T is the 3 × 1 translation vector. Parameter dj is
the offset between zj and zj−1 axes, 2j is the angle between
xj and xj−1, aj is the distance between zj and zj−1 and αj is the
angle between zj and zj−1. The transformation between two
frames can be expanded from link to link, to any frame in the
system. To find the orientation and position of the tool INS
frame relative to ground frame, the consecutive DH matrices
must be multiplied from the ground to the end node as given





INSH · · ·A
T
INST , (2)
The excavator is modeled by a rotational axis between the
platform (P) and the house (H). The boom (A, AB) is in
two parts, followed by a stick (S) and a tool (T). Capital
letters in previous sentence serve as a segment ID notation.
All segments are equipped with one randomly placed INS. As
such, there are five revolute joints with the joint angles θi=1..5,
where i is the ID of the segment. Coordinate frames are
attached to the joints and INS between two links, such that the
first transformation is associated with the first joint, the sec-
ond with the INS and the third is associated with the next link
joint. Joints can be modeled as either revolute or prismatic
to represent the relative movement between the links. The
DH parameters for manipulator are shown in Table 1. Pose
of the excavator can be described by the angle between each
component (H, B, AB, S, and T) and by the 6 degree of
freedom (DoF) coordinates of each joint (P - H, H - B, B-AB,
AB - S, S - T). The pose of each excavator joint can be
calculated using the angles and lengths of each component by
forward kinematic. Therefore, determining the location and
angle of each joint between each link is the primary goal.
In Table 1 the order of jth link transformation is marked
with an index. INS are mounted on every excavator link
as highlighted in Fig. 1. They are used to measure inertial
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TABLE 1. Parameters used for DH parametrization of an excavator. There
are solely rotational joints, going from the platform to the tool end node.
G shortens Ground, P is Platform, H is House, B is Boom and AB is
Adjustment Boom. Platform INS position by starting point is chosen as
ground reference and is marked with {xG, yG, zG}.
and magnetic signals. In case of rotational and translational
motion, a mounted INS unit provides orientation information
after sensor fusion next to inertial values in body fixed coor-
dinate system.
III. MICROELECTROMECHANICAL SENSORS
The integration of multiple sensor outputs in one device,
called IMU/INS brings motion sensing systems to the level
of accuracy required for the most demanding applications,
such as indoor navigation and localization. INS consists of
an accelerometer that measures experienced acceleration and
a gyroscope which gives output about the observed rotational
velocity. Together these two sensors measure 6DoF, which
can relatively express the orientation of the unit. Apart from
mechanical and robotic interpretation of DoF, the world of
MEMS IMU uses a different terminology for ‘‘degrees of
freedom’’. It does not represent real DoF, rather means adding
up the dimensions that each type of sensor inside the IMU can
detect. Extension of a 6DoF IMU with a triaxial magnetome-
ter results in a 9DoF INS, which can predict absolute angles
in Earth based coordinate system.
An accelerometer is a device which measures acceleration
due to all forces acting on the device. Forces acting on a
device include both the gravitational force due to the mass of
the Earth as well as any inertial forces applied to the device.
The two primary components of accelerations are, inertial and
gravitational accelerations. Total acceleration measured by
the device is the vector sum of these components aT = aI+g,
where aI is the inertial component and g is the gravitational
component. Unless a body is completely motionless or mov-
ing with a constant velocity, there are inertial forces acting on
it. If a sensor is motionless a time stable gravity based pitch
and roll orientations can be calculated from acceleration sig-
nals, but additional inertial accelerations make this estimation
inaccurate.
The angular velocity of a body can be described as the rate
at which the object is rotating. A gyroscope can measure this
angular velocity and with time integral, relative angles can be
calculated. So derived angles are less noisy as from acceler-
ation signals and independent from linear accelerations but
due to sensor offset and temperature effects uncompensated
errors cause constant drift in angle calculation.
Using a compass, Earth magnetic field can be exploited
to determine the heading of an object to provide yaw angle
reference for sensor fusion. Large metal objects and sources
of electromagnetic interferences can distort this magnetic
field, resulting in heading error so detection and correction
of these distortions are crucial [30]. For this purpose Kalman
filter can weight all information sources with knowledge
about signal characteristics and system model. As proposed
in [31] an EKF can estimate magnetic disturbance next to
gyroscope bias and orientation.
To overcome these mentioned difficulties a sensor fusion
method is needed which collects sensor measurements and
after orientation calculation compares results with model pre-
dicted values from the previous state. Relative angular orien-
tation can be determined by integrating angular rate sensor’s
signals. MEMS gyroscopes are accurate for angular velocity
measurements but can be used to calculate orientation for a
short time. A small offset error due to temperature or vibra-
tion interference inside the gyroscope will cause increasing
integration errors [32]. Accelerometers measure the vector
sum of linear accelerations and gravitational accelerations in
sensor coordinates. Calculated orientations, using the angular
rate sensor and magnetometer, can be used to express this
vector sum in global coordinates. Gravitational acceleration
components are in most fusion algorithms sensing dominant
and provide information about inclination. This can be used
to correct two of the three drifted orientation estimates (roll
and pitch angles) from the gyroscope. Since angle around
the yaw vertical axis from accelerometer signals cannot be
measured, extension with magnetic sensing is needed. The
magnetometer is sensitive to Earth’s magnetic field and can
be used as a reference to correct gyroscope integration caused
angle drift around yaw axis.
A. SENSOR FUSION AND ANGLE ESTIMATION
IMU raw data was processed with a sensor-fusion algorithm
using an iterated EKF approach based on [14], [31], how-
ever EKF is not the only solution for orientation calcula-
tion. As stated in [33], neural network could also be used
to estimate orientation, but in this study EKF was selected,
because it is easy to implement and with extra effort, as in
[31], it can estimate magnetic disturbance caused errors. Also
it provides Earth based absolute angles, which is needed for
relative angle calculations. EKF is a nonlinear version of
Kalman Filter (KF) using the first order Taylor expansion
of nonlinear system equations around previous state. From
Taylor expansion comes that state transition Equation (3)
and observation models Equation (4) may be differentiable
functions. The approximation is acceptable if the signal to
noise ratio is low, or the non-linearity is small. Similar to the
KF, there is a process function f and a measurement function
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h that propagates the state x̂k|k−1 one time step through the
function f . Predictedmeasurement ẑk is found by propagating
the predicted state x̂k|k−1 through the function h.
xk = f (xk−1)+ wk−1 (3)
zk = h(xk )+ vk , (4)
where wk and vk are assumed to be uncorrelated white Gaus-
sian noise with zero mean and covariances are given byQk as
process andRk as measurement noise respectively.Rk is filled
up according to Table 2. Discrete time step is represented
by k in the equations. Since the filter uses a state vector of
estimates with corresponding covariances, matrices need to
be updated to the new time step. In order to propagate an
estimation x̂ ∈ Rn, with mean µx and covariance matrix
∑
x ,
the function may be linearized.
The recursive prediction-measurement cycle is shown in
Equations (5)–(12) [14]. EKF splits into one measurement
update providing x̂k−1|k−1, Pk−1|k−1 and a time update yield-
ing x̂k|k−1, Pk|k−1. A system is described by the state transi-
tion function f with process noise wk , and a measurement
model h with measurement noise vector vk . The predicted
state vector x̂k|k−1 in Equation (5), with its corresponding
predicted error covariance matrix Pk,k−1 in Equation (6),
is found by linearizing the f state transition function with its
Jacobian around the estimated point as given in Equation (7).
x̂k|k−1 = f (x̂k−1|k−1) (5)





The predicted measurement residual as given in Equa-
tion (8) is estimated using the predicted state vector. First
order Jacobian linearization of measurement model h in
Equation (12) around the predicted state allows the calcula-
tion of Kalman gain after Equation (9). Updated state estimate
given by Equation (10) is updated using the Kalman gain in
Equation (9) and its a priori estimate. For the next iteration
the a posteriori error covariance matrix is updated according
to Equation (11).
ŷk = zk − h(x̂k|k−1, vk ) (8)
Kk = Pk|k−1HTk (HkPk|k−1H
T
k + Rk )
−1 (9)
x̂k|k = x̂k|k−1 + Kk ŷk (10)





The state is defined in Equation (13) as a 12 × 1 vector
[31]. λεk represents orientation errors. b
ε
k is the gyroscope’s
3×1 bias change. Aεk is a 3×1 acceleration change in sensor
frame, caused by linear accelerations. Its values must be sub-
tracted from acceleration sensor measurements to accurately
estimate gravity vector.M εk is the 3×1 magnetic disturbance
also in sensor frame caused by hard and soft iron magnetic
FIGURE 3. Block diagram of error state estimation in three steps with EKF,
with orientations represented in quaternions (q). First, model predicts
gravity based accelerations from measurements (gACC ) and from updated
orientation (gq) next to magnetic field predictions from error corrected
magnetometer (mMag) and from updated orientation (mq). Magnetic field
strength is marked with m, and gravity with g. As second step, predicted
error states (x̂εk|k−1) are corrected with measured errors. As a last step,
the estimated orientations, gyroscope offsets, linear accelerations and













Differently from previous segment naming convention, here
S index means sensor based coordinates. A brief overview
about model error estimating EKF is shown in Fig. 3.
The a priori angular velocity estimate is given as the gyro-
scope output (ωSk ) corrected with the a posteriori gyroscope
offset (b̂Sk−1|k−1). The a priori estimate of the orientation in
quaternion (q̂k|k−1) is computed as a linear prediction from
the a posteriori orientation (q̂k−1|k−1) and the a priori angular









where quat() means transformation from Euler angles to
quaternion and Fs is the sampling frequency.
Measurement function (h) is defined as a 6 × 1 vector
of estimated gravity (ĝSq ) and magnetic field (m̂
S
q ) from the
a priori orientation. Measurements (zS ) from acceleration and
magnetic sensors after compensations with linear accelera-
tion and magnetic field disturbance are marked with ĝSACC ,
m̂SMag, respectively. Measurement residual in sensor coordi-

























The components of the a posteriori vector (x̂k|k ) are cor-
rected by the a posteriori error vector (x̂εk|k ). The a posteriori
orientation matrix is computed by multiplying the a priori
orientation matrix by a rotation matrix constructed from the
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negative of the a posteriori rotation vector corrections as






The a posteriori estimate of the remaining terms can be
computed by simple vector subtraction as presented in Equa-













For end-effector position calculation, link angles are nec-
essary. In this work angles are calculated from 9DoF INS
instead of encoders as described in Section III-A. With pres-
sure sensor extension to 10DoF and knowledge about altitude,
less restriction during BP has to be made as will be discussed
later. Of course, the simplest and most accurate solution
would be a pressure sensor with GPS extension in every INS
with information about positions and relative INS height dif-
ferences in the global coordinate system. On the other hand,
GPS can be disturbed by signal blockage in a canyon or in
a building also having varying inaccuracies [34], [35]. From
this point of view it was excluded from simulation and only
9DoF INS devices were simulated. Simulink/Simscape was
used to generate distorted sensor measurements while fac-
ing sequential movements. Signal sampling frequency (Fs)
in simulation was set to 200Hz, which will be a feasible
sampling rate also on the existing excavator. Link motion
for model structure and extrinsic parameter calibration must
satisfy several constraints. If there is no movement around
all DoF, then some parameters are unobservable. From this
consideration, excitation of a link must be persistent around
all DoFs so, that measured inertial values remain within
sensor’s measurement ranges. In simulation typical sensor
errors were included, to simulate real world disturbances and
inaccuracies, whose characteristics are given in Table 2.
Identification of sensor series can be done with step by step
actuator excitation. Gyroscope and acceleration noise can be
measured before and after excitation. If INS is mounted on
link after the excited one, then themeasured signal noises will
differ from references. A table like Table 3 can be determined
where INS rank represents segment ID on the kinematic
chain.
Because EKF determines orientation in ground reference
coordinate system, but DH kinematic chain needs relative
















where i is the ID of the segment after Table 3, φi−1i , θ
i−1
i
and ψ i−1i are the relative INS angles. First 3 × 3 matrix
TABLE 2. Used sensor errors in simulation.
TABLE 3. Link excitation and sensor measured signal deviation from
reference, based on gyroscope and acceleration standard deviations. INS
on link before excitation will stay motionless and comparable to
references, thus becoming a 0 while moving INS becomes 1. After links
are excited, dependencies of sensor’s are determinable by summing
table’s columns. INS rank 1 represents the first INS on first link, while
2,3,. . . indicate further INS on kinematic chain’s links.
of DH components with relative angles between two INS
according to Equations (18) represent directions, which can
be used to validate model orientation compared to EKF calcu-
lated angles. Relative angular rates and accelerations can be
derived from relative angles after Equation (19), which are
also represented in global reference coordinate system just
















where ‘‘·’’ is the symbol of time derivative, ω is the relative
angular velocity and ε is the relative angular acceleration.
DH last column can be symbolically differentiated twice
according to time to give reference based linear accelerations.
Substituting calculated relative values from Equations (18)
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and (19) also serves as a measure of model accuracy. From
linear components like ω2 R and εR, the INS mounting
distance R from rotation joint can be determined.
Of course, longer measurements/simulations would con-
tribute to better convergence of the applied BP algorithm and
to reduce the effect of measurement noise but calculation time
must be also kept in focus so a few second simulation was fed
into BP to determine kinematic chain and its parameters.
IV. BACTERIAL PROGRAMMING
Machine learning is used to generate models of a system from
data; these models should improve with more data, and they
ideally generalize to scenarios beyond those observed in the
training data.
In many tasks, the search space is exceedingly large and
there may be multiple extrema so that gradient search algo-
rithms yield sub-optimal results. Combining gradient search
with Monte Carlo method may improve the quality of the
solution, but this is extremely computational expensive. Evo-
lutionary algorithms provide an effective alternative search
strategy to find optimal solutions in a high-dimensional
search space [36]–[38].
BP is an evolutionary algorithm that optimizes both the
structure and parameters of an input–output map [39]. BP is
a variant of Genetic Programming (GP) [40] which uses a
tree structure similarly as GP does, however, the evolutionary
operators applied in BP are inspired by Bacterial Evolution-
ary Algorithm (BEA) [41]. BP was successfully applied for
designing B-splineNeural Networks [39], Hierarchical Fuzzy
Systems [42], and for evolving a sensory-motor interconnec-
tion structure for realizing adaptive robot locomotion [43].
Another advantage for which BP was chosen is the faster
solution convergence as stated in [39] and [42]. It outperforms
the traditional GP method, because it needs less number of
fitness evaluations to find a better solution.
The mapping discovered by BP is represented as a recur-
sive function tree. For better understanding the BP termi-
nology is shown in Fig. 4. The root of tree is the 4 × 4
DH homogeneous transformation matrix between start and
end points. The tree contains several nodes, that can be
branches or leaves. Branching points are mathematical oper-
ations, such as {+,−,×, /} and each branch may contain
additional functions. Operation list was restricted to {×} in
this given case because DH transformation is a series of
matrix multiplications. The DH matrices are generated from
leaves with 4 parameters according to DH convention. Leaves
with DH parameters are filled through Equation (1) under the
terminal node leaf name of DHP. Leaf parameter can be a




i ) between i
and i−1 segments, derived from reference based EKF angles.
A whole BP tree represents a set of DH transformations
between segments with joint angles and constant inputs.
After an initial generation is built up with Nind individuals
and kinematic equations are derived from these individuals
by DH representations, acceleration and orientation predic-
tions are calculated and compared with INS measurements
FIGURE 4. Representation of BP terminology. Each BP individual also
called as tree represents a DH transformation between two points. The
tree root is the 4× 4 DH matrix. The tree contains several nodes, that can
be branches with mathematical operations or leaves with DH parameters
belonging to one transformation.
FIGURE 5. Process flow from INS sensors to JRMSE calculation for a single
k time step. Relative angles are calculated between EKF filters and
substituted into BP determined DH model. Accelerations and orientations
are calculated by DH model. They are then compared with sensor
measured accelerations and EKF angles in ground coordinate system.
according to the cost function JRMSE . The whole process from
sensors to JRMSE is presented in Fig. 5.
Between the generations individuals must change their DH
structure and parameters to explore search space. The JRMSE
cost function of the determined models is evaluated based on






(Km,k − K̃m,k )2
n
, (20)
where k is the time index of nmeasurements,m is the index of
orientations and accelerations for the ith segment, represented
in ground coordinate systems as given in K in Equation (21).
K contains the EKF angles and transformed acceleration sen-
sor measurements for the ith segment in the ground coordinate
system. Similar to K , K̃ contains the same parameters with
the difference, that they are derived from the BP model and
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In Equation (21) T̈Gi are the second order time derivatives
of the translations between ground and the ith segment’s xyz




i are the ground based segment angles.
Whole process is highlighted with an example between
ground (G) and house (H) transformation (AGH ). In this exam-
ple BP created a DH model with two transformations with
chosen parameters in Equation (22). α and 2 angles can be
constants or joint angles from EKF as described in Equa-
tions (18), while translations are constants. After multiplica-
tion the 3× 3 sub-matrix of transformation matrix represents
the direction cosine matrix (DCM) and the 4th column gives

























































0 0 0 1
 (22)
Ground reference system based orientations can be calcu-





































To calculate the linear accelerations from DH model,
the Jacobian matrix (JJac) of the DH column with transla-
tional equations must be derived according to BP selected
joint angle vector ([φPH , ψ
P
H ]
T ). JJac can be calculated by
Equation (24). Note, that here we only calculate the linear
velocities by Jacobian, angular velocities are omitted as long

















Second time derivative of translational components of














−ψ̈PH s(ψPH )− ψ̇P,2H c(ψPH )ψ̈Hc(ψPH )− ψ̇P,2H s(ψPH )
0

TABLE 4. Bacterial programming parameter settings used by DH based




−εPH ,zs(ψPH )− ωP,2H ,zc(ψPH )εPH ,zc(ψPH )− ωP,2H ,zs(ψPH )
0
 (25)
Replacing time derivatives of relative joint angles accord-
ing to Equations (19) leads to Equation (25). In order to
compare sensor measured accelerations with accelerations
from model, they must be rotated to the ground coordinate





H )) as given in Equation (26). Because
rotation is a square orthonormal matrix, its inverse is simply
its transpose.
T̈GH = Rot










After all individuals within a generation are evaluated
and sorted according to JRMSE , a new generation is created.
BP provides two steps for exploring search space. Bacterial
mutation performs local optimization whilst the gene transfer
allows the bacteria to directly transfer information to the other
individuals in the population. This procedure is repeated until
a convergence or stopping criterion is met, which is usually
the number of generations (Ngen). Pseudocode of bacterial
programming can be seen in Algorithm 1. The parameters of
bacterial programming are presented in Table 4.
Algorithm 1 Process of Bacterial Programming
1: //Generating an initial population:
2: for i← 1 to Nind do
3: Generating tree structure of the ith individual
4: Evaluating the ith individual
5: //Evolutionary loop:
6: for i← 1 to Ngen do
7: Bacterial Mutation operation
8: Ordering the population
9: Gene Transfer operation
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FIGURE 6. Three types of clone mutation during bacterial mutation after
a node is selected. Tree reduction happens if a sub-tree is replaced by a
leaf, expansion is possible through regrowing new sub-tree. The tree
must be supervised and controlled in all cases according to min and max
tree depth in Table 4.
Algorithm 1 can be repeated for segment after segment
according to Table 3 and previous link’s tree can be appended
with further branches to model added link’s kinematic. With-
out running BP for all links and INS, here the first 3 were
investigated from Platform to Adjustment Boom. This relief
is permissible because of the recursive behavior of the algo-
rithm. Applying it on further links is just a matter of time
because it needs to append the previously fixed tree with one
sub-tree and optimize its parameters and structure so further
modifications are not needed.
A. BACTERIAL MUTATION
Every candidate solution (so-called bacterium) is represented
by a tree to be optimized. The length of each bacterium is
initialized with a given depth. The length is maximized in
each bacterial mutation and gene transfer operator to explore
a search space with given complexity. Referring to prior
knowledge, the size of search space is controlled by lower
and upper boundaries.
The bacterial mutation operator creates clones and selects
node in the parent tree and replaces the sub-tree at this node
by a randomly generated sub-tree in all replica. As visu-
alized in Fig. 6 new sub-tree can be regrown, reparame-
terized or replaced by a single leaf. Sub-tree length at the
selected node remains the same in the case of reparametriza-
tion, but DH parameters are varied. In the case of shrinking
substitution sub-tree can be replaced by a newly generated
leaf, while on the other hand regrowing mutation can increase
tree depth. In all cases tree depth must be supervised to avoid
structure roughening or over-fitting.
Grow-mutation can result in a higher tree depthwhichmust
be checked and if needed sub-tree depth must be reduced.
After clones aremutated, JRMSE cost function is evaluated and
clones are sorted. According to mutation cycle number only
the best clone is picked always and sent to the next mutation
cycle. Code segment about mutation is shown in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Bacterial Mutation Operation
1: for i← 1 to Nind do
2: Cloning ith individual into Nclones
3: for j← 1 to Ncycles do
4: Selecting mutation node
5: for k ← 2 to Nclones do
6: Processing node mutation
7: Evaluating mutated clones
8: Selecting best individual from clones
9: Best clone transfers mutated sub-tree
10: to other clones
11: Keeping best individual as new ith individual
12: Deleting clones
Time complexity of bacterial mutation in one generation
is O{Nind · Nclones · Ncycles · lind } · O{teval}, where lind is the
actual individual’s length, and teval is the evaluation time of
one stage deep tree. In one generation, there are Nind indi-
viduals, and for each individual Nclones clones are used in the
mutation.
B. GENE TRANSFER
Bacterial mutation is followed by the operation of gene trans-
fer, which allows segment flow between two bacteria. The
goal of the bacterial mutation is to explore the unknown
searching space and bring in new beneficial information
while gene transfer aims to preserve the incorporated features
instead of introducing new features through passing them to
other bacteria within the population. First, the population is
divided into two sorted halves, a superior set and an inferior
set, according to cost function JRMSE . Then one bacterium is
picked from both superior and inferior halves as the transfer
candidates. A random sub-tree from the superior bacterium
is transferred to the inferior bacterium and it overwrites a
random sub-tree in the inferior bacterium. Gene transfer pre-
serves existing information without incorporating new fea-
tures. Larger trees imply expensive evaluation but they are
not necessarily fitter than less complex trees, so a maximum
depth constraint is imposed onto the trees in a population.
Code segment about gene transfer is shown in Algorithm 3.
The gene transfer process including the length modifications
is shown in Fig. 7.
Time complexity of gene transfer in one generation
is O{Ntransfers · Nind · lind } · O{teval}, where lind is
the actual individual’s length, and teval is the evaluation
time of one stage deep tree. For each transfer the Nind
individuals have to be sorted according to their JRMSE
results.
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Algorithm 3 Gene Transfer Operation
1: for i← 1 to Ntransfers do
2: //Selecting a superior bacterium
3: Superior = i
4: //Selecting an inferior bacterium
5: Inferior = Nind + 1− i
6: Defining the sub-tree to be transferred
7: from the Superior bacterium
8: Defining the sub-tree to be overwritten
9: in the Inferior bacterium
10: Transferring and overwriting
11: Evaluating the new Inferior bacterium
FIGURE 7. Example about gene transfer of bacterial programming, when
superior is passing sub-tree section to inferior individual. Just like in
mutation, tree dept must be controlled in gene transfer to match rules
in Table 4.
V. RESULTS
The system is modeled in the local east north up (ENU)
frame, with gravity of g = 9.81m/s2. Accelerometers sense
the gravity as well as the linear accelerations due to move-
ment, where gyroscopes sense the angular velocities in sensor
frame. After angles are calculated from sensor measurements
with EKF filters, relative angular velocities and accelerations
are computed according to Equations (19a)-(19c). When BP
algorithm begins, the initial population with DH models are
generated randomly without any a priori knowledge about
the kinematics. From these models, orientations and accel-
erations in ground coordinate system are derived and the
cost of each individual is evaluated by Equation (20). The
next generation is produced through bacterial mutation and
gene transfer. All tree modifier steps change one or more
transformation steps in the DH model, after which the 4× 4
matrix must be recreated with the direction cosine matrix
TABLE 5. Original BP identified structure and parameters.
TABLE 6. Simplified and merged BP identified structure and parameters.
and with the positions to derive the acceleration prediction
for cost function. This process is continued iteratively until
desired termination condition is reached. JRMSE cost function
was evaluated with ground coordinate system based x, y, and
z accelerations and orientations using measured and BP esti-
mated DH transformation derived values. After 300 genera-
tions of BP with 100 individuals, the results with determined
transformation steps are summarized in Table 5.
It is clearly visible, that between a few segments a simplifi-
cation is possible because in BP determined transformations
the translations are achieved in two steps instead of one. After
result post-processing, these unnecessary splittings were sim-
plified and merged together as shown in Table 6.
Merged, post-processed results from ground to INSAB are
given in Table 6 and are represented in equation form in
Equation (28) to represent DH transformation matrices and
multiplication orders. Next to estimated DH model from BP,
the exact theoretical Equation (27) represents the solution
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FIGURE 8. Accelerations from second order time derivative of BP determined DH transformation matrices last column are visualized on (a, e, i).
Calculated Euler angles from DH first 3× 3 direction cosine matrix are shown on (b,f,j) for the first three links. Model estimation errors are























As it is clearly visible, the structure of the equations are
identical, only small deviations in constants are observable
causing some measurable error in cost functions. We believe,
that letting BP to evolve through further generations, the best
optimal parameters would be found with even less error. Ori-
entation and acceleration characteristics of derived functions
for first three links from given BP Equation (28) are evaluated
with derived INS measurements after Equations (18) and
(19). As given in Equation (21) these parameters are the
mains, serving as ameasure ofmodel accuracy.Measured and
calculated accelerations and orientations for the best individ-
uals, found for the first 3 segments are highlighted as a func-
tion of time in Fig. 8 (a-d, i-j) with residual errors after sub-
tracting measurements from predictions in Fig. 8 (e-h, k-l).
Spikes in Fig. 8 (h,l) φ are the cross-sensitivity with ψ
angle in BP model, caused by the small miscalibrated φ angle
in the AINSPINSH and the poor π value representation between
AINSHB . If these errors were 0[rad], then the whole error would
pop up in the ψ angle. Those small spikes in ψ residual plots
in Fig. 8 (h, l) shows up within EKF because of uncompen-
sated linear accelerations. Slowly diverging ACCX in Fig. 8
(g, k) are caused by the drift of EKF calculated θ andψ angle,
that are used to rotate INS measured accelerations to ground
coordinate system. Because DH models for INSB and INSAB
do not depend on ψ angle between INSH and INSB, model
estimated segment angles and accelerations do not drift as
EKF.
Theoretical and BP identified DH model’s JRMSE cost
function according to Equation (20) with acceleration and
orientation errors are shown in Table 7. Because sensor mea-
sured accelerations must be rotated to the ground coordinate
system with error loaded EKF angles and linear accelerations
have influence on the EKF estimated angles despite of an
adjusted higher covariance in systemmodel, the best possible
cost function values with nominal geometric values won’t be
zero. An INS overcoming higher linear accelerations through
movements also can have higher EKF angle errors and with
that a higher reachable cost function minimum. Calculating
the relative errors of segment’s cost functions, an average
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TABLE 7. JRMSE cost function between calculated and measured
accelerations and orientations for house, boom and adjustment boom
INS. INS forward kinematics contains always the previous INS
transformations with the additional transformation to actual
measurement device position.
FIGURE 9. Cost function of best individuals between generations with
bacterial programming for the first three links also the converging
median of the whole population.
of 0.31% deviation is present in BP, compared to theoretical
solutions.
The values of the cost functions for the best individuals
in each generation are shown in Fig. 9. It is visible on all
three links generation’s median, how the whole population
converges to best individual thanks to gene transfer, also by
jumps how the best cost function changes if a better individual
is found after bacterial mutation.
VI. DISCUSSION
In this study DH based kinematic model of a sensed excavator
was determined by BPwithout any a priori knowledge or user
intervention using only the mounted INS per segments. The
implementation of this model in an EKF results in more accu-
rate angle estimation through linear acceleration forecasting
and compensation, providing also a tool positioning and path
planning possibility for a control system. Positioning INS
further away from rotational axis is beneficial for parameter
estimation thanks to the occurring higher inertial accelera-
tions but disadvantageous for non-model aided EKF orienta-
tion estimation, also gyroscope and accelerometer clipping
should not be forgotten. Small distance will result in neg-
ligible inertial accelerations, that can disappear in sensor’s
noise level, making the mounting position estimation inde-
terminable. The whole kinematic chain estimation process
is extremely sensitive on EKF angle estimation from INS
measurements so all related errorsmust be avoided or reduced
as much as possible. For this reason EKF process model
includes gravitational and inertial acceleration components
with enlarged model covariance to relieve inertial accelera-
tion caused angle estimation errors. This settingwill prioritize
gyroscope and magnetometer measurements over accelera-
tion sensors, meaning that magnetic fieldmust be undisturbed
from soft- and hard-iron effects during calibration data collec-
tion. Small angle errors were still present in dataset after EKF
parameter adjustments, what can be seen in Table 7 through
the nonzero JRMSE after nominal parameter substitution into
theoretical DHmodel. Another source of non-zero JRMSE cost
function in case of known settings is the distributed noise in
derived relative angular velocities, in angular accelerations
and in accelerometer measurements. Despite JRMSE values
will not be zero in any case, they are converging to analytical
ones, which can be seen on generation based cost functions
in Fig. 9. As illustrated, BP converges quickly in initial
populations and slows down in later courses of evolution.
For first three links calculated accelerations from second
order time derivative of BP determined DH transformation
matrices, and Euler angles from first 3 × 3 direction cosine
matrices are visualized compared to INS measured acceler-
ations and EKF orientations. To better see time dependent
deviations, errors between BPmodel andmeasured values are
visualized in Fig. 8 (c, d, g, h, k, l). A 0.001[rad] φ angle error
from DHmodel is visible in Fig. 8 (f), which will accumulate
to afterward links. Radius inaccuracy caused inertial accel-
erations and angle error caused gravitational accelerations
are showed in Fig. 8 (e,g,k). Another unavoidable JRMSE
error source is measurement noise, what is visible on residual
plots in Fig. 8 (e-h,k-l). Comparing the found parameters of
transformations with theoretical values the maximum length
and angle errors are 1.2[cm] and 0.001[rad]. To increase
the possible accuracy, the application of redundant sensor
arrays or more accurate sensors with less noise could serve
as an opportunity. In this case smaller inertial accelerations
could also be detected and described in the model.
After DHmodel determination is ready, derived model can
be put in EKF to compensate calculated linear accelerations,
also EKF linear acceleration covariance can be reseted to
have more trust in accelerometer determined φ and θ angles.
A drawback of the proposed method is the spreading rela-
tive angle error along links after EKF estimation. A second
issue is the accumulating BP determined model parameter
inaccuracy, causing unavoidable orientation and acceleration
errors by INS on farther links. Thirdly, this method is efficient
in rotational joint estimation, because for translational joints
relative INS positions with known initial values would be
necessary next to highly accurate sensors to integrate linear
accelerations twice. To fully determine the kinematic chain
of an open loop robotic manipulator the TCP orientation and
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geometric parameters must be known according to mounted
INS, because without this additional knowledge or without a
temporary mounted reference INS its relative position on tool
is indeterminable.
VII. CONCLUSION
INS offers greater placement flexibility and less cost than
absolute encoders or vision-based systems, nonetheless can
provide precise measurement. Proposed method uses motion-
based information with no a priori knowledge about the
system kinematics to recover it. Performance of BP deter-
mined DH transformation matrix is evaluated on simulated
INS data. Each link of excavator has assigned geometry
and a mounted virtual INS with given sensor characteristics.
Persistent test movement was simulated, resulted in data of
acceleration, magnetic field strength and angular velocity,
which was then used for EKF orientation calculation to derive
relative motions in ground coordinate system. By proposed
test sequence, dependencies of links and connections can
be determined and arranged in a hierarchical tree. Relative
motions can then be fed into BP determined DH model
to calculate orientations and accelerations. Comparing the
differences between measured and model calculated orienta-
tions and accelerations, Equation (20) provides quantitative
measure to classify DH model accuracy represented as a
BP individual. BP can mutate individuals for local search
and it can also transfer genes from superior individuals to
inferior, covering a bigger search space. Tree building with
BP can be built up sequentially, meaning a simple sub-tree
expansion for next link in previously determined tree. Doing
so, DH based forward kinematic chain of excavator’s first
3 linkswithmounted INSwas determined. Results in the form
of Equation (28) clearly indicate the applicability of used
method in case of rotational joints. BP determined DHmodel
can be used in EKF to compensate linear accelerations, what
can cause angle errors in EKF gravity’s based orientation
estimation. Secondly determined DH model can be used for
path planning and to calculate TCP orientation.
Advantages of using intelligent methods to determine DH
transformation matrix are:
• They do not require a priori information about model
structure and parameters
• Their applications are simple
• They don’t get trapped in local minima as easily as
classic regression methods
In case of a robot, restricted to fully rotational joints,
the proposed algorithm also has an advantage that it does not
require external equipments like cameras or markers for data
collection, only the mounted INS on segments. MEMS with
BP can be used to obtain not only geometric parameters but
assembling inaccuracies without system preparation unlike
other vision based motion systems.
As next step a measurement on real excavator with pro-
posed sensor fusion algorithm in [32] is planned in a 9DoF
setup. With the gained values, the here proposed BP based
kinematic chain estimation could be rerun and evaluated.
It will be explored how the aforementioned limitations and
accumulating errors could be mitigated or eliminated.
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